With wireless communications and geo-positioning being widely available, it becomes possible to offer new e-services that provide mobile users with information about other mobile objects. This paper concerns active, ordered k-nearest neighbor queries for query and data objects that are moving in road networks. Such queries may be of use in many services.
INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of wireless communications and geo-positioning, along with the general advances in computing technologies enable the delivery of location-aware e-services to mobile users. This means that each service user, e.g., a driver of a car with a built-in computer or an individual equipped with a mobile terminal (phone, PDA, etc.), may receive services that exploit knowledge of the changing locations of all service users.
One single, generic scenario may be envisioned for such services. The moving objects disclose their location information (position, speed, velocity, etc.) to the services they use, which in turn use this and other information to provide specific functionality. The services function by issuing different types of queries to a database that contains location information, in addition to other content.
In this paper, we consider the support for one such type of query, namely the active ordered -nearest neighbor (NN) query. We assume that the query is issued by a mobile user and concerns other mobile objects; and we assume that all movement is constrained to a road network.
Appropriate representation of the query and data objects and of the road networks in which they move is of essence. Existing data models are inadequate for the query and setting we consider. The relational model resides at a low level of abstraction and offers little customized support for solving the problem. Spatial extensions to SQL (e.g., [10] ) as well as modern geographic information systems [8] lack support for dynamic data. Finally, there exist some rich spatio-temporal SQL extensions, perhaps most notably [7] . However, proper implementations of these are still in progress. Moreover, such models generally assume that movement occurs in Euclidean space, not in road networks. This paper's contribution is on two levels. First, the paper describes a general, abstract framework for NN querying on moving objects in road networks. The framework includes a data model and definitions of abstract functionality needed for NN querying. Second, the paper populates the framework with a set of concrete algorithms and demonstrates the algorithms in a prototype implementation. The framework is general enough to allow other algorithms with other characteristics to be in place of the ones presented here.
Separate elements of the data model capture road networks and data points with continuously changing locations. More specifically, the model encompasses two data representations. The detailed twodimensional (2D) representation captures the geographical coordinates of the roads and moving objects. The more abstract graph representation captures the roads and moving objects in a form that enables efficient NN querying; road distances are used instead of Euclidean distances. Finally, the model may be implemented using the relational model.
The presented algorithms for active, ordered -nearest neighbor querying, and the prototype system implementing the algorithms, employ a client-server architecture that partitions the NN search. First, a preliminary search for a Nearest Neighbor Candidate set (NNC set) is performed on the server. In essence, this search is a best-first search in a graph [9] . Next, the maintenance of the activequery result is done on the client, which recomputes distances between data points in the NNC set and the query point, sorts the distances, and periodically refreshes the NNC set to avoid significant imprecision. The combination of NNC search with the maintenance of an active result provides the user with an up-to-date query result.
The paper reports on initial experiments with the prototype system. Previous work on NN search for spatial data differs from the work presented in this paper with respect to the mobility of points and the presence of a road network. Most work on NN search is dedicated to the case where query and data points are embedded in Euclidean space: Solutions exist for the case of static query and data points (e.g., [4] ), as do solutions for moving query points (e.g., [13, 14] ); active queries for moving query and data points have also been considered [2] .
One paper on NN search [12] defines the proximity of moving objects in terms of distances along roads, which we also do. The paper also proposes an algorithm for computing these distances. However, the distances are computed only approximately and the settings are restricted to planar graphs. We compute the distances precisely and assume more general graphs. A recent paper [11] considers NN queries in road network using an approach similar to ours (2D model mapped to a graph model), but considers neither moving objects and query points nor active queries. Yet another paper [5] considers the related, but different problem of computing time-dependent shortest paths using a road network model that is more abstract and thus less precise compared to our approach. Finally, we note that new spatial access methods such as sorted lists [16] or graphs [1] may prove more efficient than existing R-tree-based methods in the mobile setting or with road distances. This is one reason to consider the graph representation in this paper.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Following a description of the problem setting in Section 2, Section 3 present the data model. Next, Section 4 describes the architecture of the prototype system. Section 5 covers the NN search algorithms. Section 6 offers an initial evaluation of our contribution, and Section 7 concludes the paper.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a road network with different objects, e.g., taxis, delivery vans, and pedestrians, moving along its roads. All or some of these objects, so-called user objects, or users, may want to continuously monitor the locations of one or more nearest objects, termed nearest neighbors (NNs). This corresponds to an active, ordered -NN query, an example being "monitor the 3 nearest, free taxis." The resulting objects are sorted in ascending order according to their distance to the query object.
One may perceive a real-world road network, ÖÒ, as the set of all the locations in 2D Euclidean space covered by the network, termed road locations, ÄÓ ÖÒ. The locations (points) in the set ÄÓ ÖÒ are chosen so that the road network corresponds to a set of curves (see Figure 1 ) [7] . The widths of roads are ignored, which is reasonable for our applications. We denote the set of all possible road networks by ÊAE.
Given the set ÄÓ ÖÒ , we model a moving object by a data point, Ô Ì ÄÓ ÖÒ , i.e., a function from the time domain Ì to network locations. We denote the set of all data points by È. Here, we ignore the extents of objects, which is also reasonable for our applications.
Next, we introduce a distance function, ×ØÖÒ ÄÓ ÖÒ ¢ ÄÓ ÖÒ Ê·, where Ê· is the set of non-negative real numbers. The function calculates the distance between any two network locations, e.g., a data and a query point. The distance function may depend on the characteristics of a road, e.g., its length, quality of surface, maximum speed, etc. However, the distance between two data points does not depend on other characteristics of the argument points than their locations.
We require that the distance function be a metric, which is natural for at least two reasons. First, the distance between two network locations must be the length of the shortest (in some particular sense) path between the locations. Second, since we do not distinguish between one-and two-way roads, the distance between two data points must not depend on the direction of their movement. Next, the distance function does not necessarily compute the Euclidean distances. Rather, we expect it to compute distances along the roads, which is the most natural for our applications. 
DATA MODEL
The model of road networks and data points presented next aim to support a system that provides users with active NN query functionality. Positioning units enable the users to report their positions, and the query results are displayed in their geographical contexts. The data model includes a two-dimensional representation of road networks and data points that supports user-interaction tasks, e.g., visualizing results in their geographical context, and a graph representation that supports the NN querying.
Two-Dimensional Representation
The two-dimensional (2D) representation captures data in its concrete, geographical form, i.e., with a direct link to a coordinate system. To be precise, the key elements of the representation, i.e., vertices, lines, and data points, are described by points or sets of points in the Euclidean plane. 
Two

Two-Dimensional Data Point
Representation. According to Section 2, a data point Ô ¾ È is, in essence, a function that captures the trajectory of an object for its lifespan. Such a representation is inadequate for capturing inherently discrete data obtained from the positioning units attached to the moving objects. Thus, for the 2D representation, we redefine È as a set of data points without any characteristics, i.e., a set of data point "surrogate ids."
We define the following data point characteristics (DPCs) that model the data obtained from the positioning unit. 
Graph Representation
We define the graph representations of a road network and data points, and we relate them to the 2D representation.
Graph Road Network Representation. Assume a real-world road network Ö Ò , modeled as described in Section 2. In the 2D representation, a sequence of lines approximates the shape of the real road network. In the graph representation, such sequences may be mapped to a single edge. The ideas are to (i) not consider geographical location, while (ii) still preserving the topology of the road network. Nevertheless, the graph representation must still refer back to the 2D representation. This is necessary for the visualization of NN query results.
Formally, given a real-world road network ÖÒ ¾ ÊAE , the graph road network is a two-tuple ÖÒ Ǽ ÖÒ ÖÒ µ. We denote the set of all such road networks by ÊAE . The finite set of nodes, AE ÖÒ Ò½ Ò Ò , is partitioned into a set of transformed nodes, AE Ø ÖÒ , and a set of additional nodes, AE ÖÒ . The set of directed edges is ÖÒ AE ÖÒ ¢ AE ÖÒ ¢ Á , where Á is the domain of identifiers.
The edge from a start node, Ò , to an end node, Ò , is denoted by ´Ò Ò µ. By using directed edges, we obtain a means of indicating the movement directions of data points.
Next, we transform a 2D road network, denoted ¾ ÖÒ Î ¾ ÖÒ Ä ¾ ÖÒ Î ¾ ÖÒ µ, to its corresponding graph representation, ÖÒ ´AE ÖÒ ÖÒ µ. First, we omit Î ¾ ÖÒ because the graph representation has no means of geographical referencing. Second, each path, i.e., line or non-closed sequence of lines, for which (i) the end vertices are intersection or terminal vertices and (ii) all other vertices are intermediate vertices, is collapsed into a single edge. Because we may obtain edges with an identical pair of end nodes, e.g., the two edges between nodes ¼¼ and ¼ in Figure 2 , we assign an to each edge. Consequently, each intersection and terminal vertex results in one transformed node. Finally, each cycle, i.e., closed sequence of lines for which all vertices but one are intermediate, is transformed into a pair of edges and one additional node. This avoids loops, i.e., edges that start and end at the same node, which ensures that we are always able to unambiguously specify the movement direction of a data point (see below). We note that while the 2D model and the transformation from the 2D to the graph model For a pair of edges obtained by transforming a cycle, the travel time is half the time needed to cover the whole cycle, i.e., the additional node is inserted at the middle of the loop.
Graph Data Point Representation.
A graph data point is analogous to a 2D data point, so set È is common for both representations. However, we also introduce a function for tracking a data point's position in the graph representation.
A Also, ÁÈÓ× ÖÒ´ Ôµ, Ì ÖÒ´ Ôµ, and Ë ÖÒ´ Ôµ denote the most recent values for Ô in the graph. Thus ÈÓ× ÖÒ´Ø Ôµ returns Ô's position on the edge at the current time Ø, or, more precisely, an approximation of Ô's real position with the assumption that the motion is at constant speed Ë ÖÒ´ Ôµ since the last update of the data.
In order to both simplify the definition and mimimize the approximation error of the positioning function, the values of the function are limited to positions on the current edge.
As the graph representation of a road network is obtained from its 2D representation, there is a dependency among the corresponding data point functions. For example, the speed function in the graph representation is defined using the 2D speed function. In this paper, we limit ourselves to discussing the initial position function, which is in essence a 2D-to-graph transformation of data point locations at a reference time.
Ad for edge weights, initial data point positions are computed differently, depending on the type of transformation that led to the current edge. However, the idea again remains the same: the distance between the data point and the start node of the current edge is derived from the corresponding distance in the 2D road network. Absolute 2D distances are transformed to ones that relative to the lengths of the paths/cycles under consideration. In turn, the relative distances are transformed to absolute ones in the graph road network. This is done by multiplying the former distances by the weights of the current edges, for edges corresponding to paths, or by twice the weights of the edges, for edges corresponding to half cycles. 
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
We proceed to design a software system that implements NN queries. The system satisfies the requirements stated in Section 2, and it exploits the data model described in Section 3.
A client-server architecture is natural for the problem considered: moving users work directly with the client software installed on their mobile device; and the server assists the clients in providing users with the NN query results. The architecture allows to us to distribute data storage and computation between the server and the clients in an implementable manner. The resource-heavy tasks, e.g., managing the database with DPCs of all data points, are assigned to the server, while relatively simple tasks specific to an individual user are left to the clients.
Client-Side Tasks. Clients correspond to the moving objects in the system. A client can play the role of a query point or data point, or both. We consider the tasks performed by query points. The main task of a client that is a data point only is to send updates of its characteristics to the server.
The request for NNC set is the starting point of NN computation. When a user asks the client for specific NNs, the client first requests an appropriate NNC (nearest neighbor candidate) set from the server. This allows the client to work with only currently relevant data, i.e., a small subset of the data points instead of the whole database. This is important for client side computational efficiency. Moreover, for some time, the NNC set allows the client to work offline, i.e., without any additional data from the server, reducing the communication network load.
Having received the NNC set, the client starts maintaining the active query result (see Section 2). This task includes three main subtasks: NNC validation, distance computation, and NNC sort.
The task of NNC validation controls when to refresh the NNC set from the server. In the system, the NNC set is built at one point in time (see Section 5.2) and contains the same data points until the next request for the NNC set. The client therefore estimates the imprecision of the NNC set to decide when to next request the NNC set. This estimate is made using the expiration number, which is the maximum number of data points from the NNC set that are allowed to be beyond a certain distance limit from the query point. By using different values of the expiration number, we can control the tradeoff between the imprecision of the NN result and the communication network and server loads. An algorithm for NNC validation is presented in Section 5.4.
Distance computation continuously returns the distance between the query point and any data point in the NNC set, which is essential for sorting the data points in the NNC set. The distance is expressed in terms of the graph representation. A distance computation algorithm is introduced in Section 5.3.
In any location-based service, a major task is client positioning. Each client obtains its position from an attached positioning unit and stores the position into the DPC in the 2D representation (see Section 3.1). Since this so-called client DPC reflects the client's exact location, we consider the location given by the client DPC as correct (with respect to the system). The client uses its DPC for maintaining the active result and for DPC update, which is described next.
The client sends its DPC to the server, i.e., performs DPC update. The resulting server DPC attributes are kept in a database of moving points. The main issue of DPC update is how often a client should send its DPC to the server. Frequent updates increase the communication network and server loads; and infrequent updates introduce significant deviations between the client and server DPCs, which can render the database unusable for determining the positions of the moving points.
DPC update exploits the dead-reckoning (DR) policy of [15] : an update occurs whenever the deviation of the location given by server DPC from the corresponding location given by client DPC exceeds a given threshold. We use a (in graph travel-time terms) fixed threshold, i.e., the inaccuracy relative to the speed of the objects is constant, but the absolute inaccuracy (measured in real-world distance) grows with the speed limit (see the edge weight definition in Section 3.2).
Server-Side Tasks. For each client NNC request, the server builds the NNC set and sends it back. The NNC search scans the road network in the graph representation in order to gather a given number of data points that fulfill the client query. The scan propagates from the current location of the query point along all possible paths until the required number of data points is found or until the entire graph is scanned. In addition, the server keeps track of all currently used NNC sets and the clients that are using them. An algorithm for NNC search is presented in Section 5.2.
The most frequent server-side data management task is the management of the database of moving points. Even without any submitted NNC set requests, the server has to manage data on the movement of all data points. For each data point, the server updates the attributes of the DPCs (see Section 3.2) in the database of moving points. When processing a DPC update, the server monitors the NNC sets, i.e., checks whether the corresponding data point is included in any of the currently used NNC sets. If so, the server sends the new server DPC to the appropriate client(s), even though the client has not requested a new NNC set.
NEAREST NEIGHBOR ALGORITHMS
This section is dedicated to the details of our NN search algorithm. The top-level algorithm is presented first. Then the constituent algorithms for nearest neighbor candidate search, distance computation, and nearest neighbor candidate validation are presented in turn.
Top-Level Algorithm
The NN search algorithm is the key function of the software system presented in Section 4. Three system tasks, i.e., NNC requests, active result maintenance, and NNC search, use the algorithm. The algorithm is seen below. (1) procedure FindNN (ÕÔ, , ÔÖÓÔ, Ò ÜÔ )
SortDistancesToNNC ( ) (6) AEAE TakeClosest(AEAE , ) (7) while not RefreshNNC ( , Ð Ñ , Ò ÜÔ ) (8) goto (2) The procedure FindNN computes the active, ordered -NN query as stated in Section 2. In particular, the first three parameters of the procedure correspond to the active, ordered -NN query parameters (see Section 2). The last parameter Ò ÜÔ is the expiration number discussed in Section 4. The current result of the procedure, i.e., the current NNs, is stored in AEAE (line 6). Note also that the call of the procedure TakeClosest returns up to closest elements of the AEAE set.
The links between the mentioned system tasks and the sub-procedures are as follows. First, the call of the FindNNC procedure in line 3 corresponds to the task of NNC requests. Second, the Find-NNC procedure itself is used by the task of NNC search. Finally, the whole procedure FindNN may be viewed as the task of active result maintenance, with the subtasks of distance computation (procedure ComputeDistancesToNNC in line 4), NNC sort (procedure SortDistancesToNNC in line 6), and of NNC validation (predicate RefreshNNC in line 7). In Sections 5.2-5.4, we discuss the subprocedures in detail.
Note that in procedure FindNN, we run the sub-procedures sequentially, while in the real system, they may run in parallel, e.g., the FindNNC and ComputeDistancesToNNC procedures. In addition, procedure FindNN does not reflect some auxiliary tasks run in the real system, e.g., the NNC monitoring. Finally, procedure FindNN presents the client-side view of the algorithm only, i.e., all the procedures would be executed on the client. These abstractions simplify the presentation of the algorithm without introducing any ambiguity. For discussion of the algorithm in the context of the software system, see Section 4.
Nearest Neighbor Candidate Search
Section 4 describes the purpose of this server-side task. Here, we describe only concepts regarding the algorithm.
In the procedure FindNN, the algorithm for NNC search is represented by the procedure FindNNC. The procedure takes three parameters. The parameter ÕÔ identifies the query point, for which the NN search is performed. The parameter ÔÖÓÔ state the properties of the data points that we are interested in during the NNC search. These parameters are simply passed from procedure FindNN to procedure FindNNC. The parameter ¼ is the number of data points to include in the NNC set. Naturally, ¼ is greater than or equal to the number of NNs . The procedure returns the pair of the NNC set and the distance limit´AEAE
Due to space constraints, we do not present the pseudocode for the algorithm. In essence, a traditional best-first search [9] , extended with the "reading" of data points from edges, is performed. The search starts at the current query point and extends outwards through the road network. The NNC set found contains the true, i.e., not approximate, NNs. The purpose of an NNC set that is larger than the desired NNs is to make the NNC set more stable to change over time, and thus make the maintenance of the active, ordered query result perform better.
Distance Computation
The active result maintenance task uses the distance computation algorithm (see Section 4). Although that task uses the algorithm for computation of the distance between the query point and a data point from an NNC set, it can be applied to two arbitrary data points. Briefly, the algorithm computes the length of the shortest path between two data points. The difficulty is that with continuously moving data points and alternative paths between the points present, we must continuously recompute the shortest path.
In order to present the algorithm, we introduce several functions. Given a data point Ô and its current edge with start node and end node , its distance residuals with signatures Ö Ô Ì Ê· and Ì ¢ È ¢ È Ê·, is defined as follows:
where
Recall that we require that the distance function be a metric. The function presented in this section satisfies this requirement.
EXAMPLE 5. Figure 3 shows a graph road network with edge weights and two data points, Ô ½ and Ô ¾ . According to the distance function definition, at the time Ø depicted in the figure, the distance between the moving points ´Ø Ô½ Ô ¾µ is 11. Our algorithm uses the shortest distances between nodes. We argue that in the mobile setting it may be too expensive to compute these distances at run-time using an existing shortest path algorithm, e.g., Dijkstra's algorithm [6] . Instead, we choose to pre-calculate the shortest distances between any pair of nodes in a so-called database of distances. This pre-computation allows us to compute the shortest distances between data points as the minimum of only four quickly computable candidate distances.
In procedure FindNN from Section 5.1, the algorithm for distance computation is represented by the procedure ComputeDistancesToNNC. The procedure takes two parameters. The first parameter is an NNC set AEAE returned by procedure FindNNC. The second parameter ÕÔ is a query point, for which the NN search is performed. The procedure returns the set of distances between the data points in AEAE and the query point. (1) procedure ComputeDistancesToNNC (AEAE , ÕÔ)
for each Ô ¾ AEAE do 
Nearest Neighbor Candidate Validation
While discussing the task of active result maintenance in Section 4, we mentioned the subtask of NNC validation. In the procedure FindNN from Section 5.1, the subtask is implemented by the predicate RefreshNNC. Suppose the number of data points in the NNC set returned by the procedure FindNNC is ¼ . Next, suppose the same procedure returned the distance limit Ð Ñ . Furthermore, let Ò ÜÔ ¾ ½ ¼ be the expiration number. Finally, is the list of distances between a given query point ÕÔ and the data points in AEAE returned by the procedure ComputeDistancesToNNC. NNC validation is based on the following idea: if "too many" nearest neighbor candidates, i.e., greater than or equal to Ò ÜÔ , are "too far" away from the query point ÕÔ, then we must refresh the AEAE set. A data point Ô, being too far away means that the point is further from the query point ÕÔ than distance limit Ð Ñ . Thus, formally the predicate is defined as Ê Ö × AEAE ´ Ð Ñ Ò ÜÔ µ¸ ÓÙÒØ Ö Ø Ö´ Ð Ñ µ Ò ÜÔ , where ÓÙÒØ Ö Ø Ö´ µ is the number of elements greater than or equal to ¾ Ê in the list of real numbers .
EVALUATION
We first discuss pertinent aspects of the data model from Section 3 and the algorithms from Section 5. Next, we briefly describe experiments with the prototype from Section 4, covering settings and some findings. Due to space constraints, only the most significant experiments are described.
Discussion
Our data model includes a 2D and a graph representation of road networks. The 2D-to-graph transformation of a network usually results in a more compact data structure. For example, the road network in the 2D representation for the city of Oldenburg, Germany, consists of 6105 vertices and 7035 lines, while the corresponding graph representation has 2945 nodes and 3875 edges. This encourages us to use the 2D representation only in tasks where a direct link with the real world is necessary, e.g., visualization of query results. In turn, the graph representation is used for queries, e.g., NN queries, that rely on network topology, but do not rely on geographical coordinates.
By pre-computing the shortest distances between road network nodes in the graph representation, we reduce distance computation to only a few arithmetic operations. Obviously, there is a trade-off between time and space complexity, i.e., the database of distances requires significant amount of storage space. For example, with 2 bytes for each node ID and 2 bytes for distances between nodes, the database for Oldenburg occupies 25 MB. However, this amount of space is already available on some mobile devices at the present time, and will be increasingly available on future devices. Note that the 2D-to-graph transformation of road networks reduces size of the database considerably. For example, for Oldenburg the size of the database of distances between vertices is 107 MB for the 2D representation, which is around four times greater. We note that the generality of our framework will allow the use of other methods of distance computation that use less space at the cost of increased computation time. For example, one could imagine a method based on, e.g., a combination of distance computation from scratch and dynamic programming/caching, allowing a tradeoff between space use and computation time.
With our graph representation, classical algorithms for graphs may be reused. For example, our algorithm for NNC search is basically a traditional best-first search. In the algorithm for NNC validation, the notion of expiration number is a simple and effective means of controlling the imprecision of the NN search.
Experiments
In our experiments, we compared two possible graph representations of the road network of the city of Oldenburg. In the first, so-called transformed, graph (TG), nodes and edges are derived exactly as described in Section 3.2. In the second, so-called original, graph (OG), each node and edge correspond to exactly one vertex and one line in the 2D representation, respectively.
We created our experimental data using a modified version of Brinkhoff's moving object generator [3] . There is one data set for each combination of a) the number of data points (100, 500, 1000, and 5000), and b) the graph (OG and TG). Each data set consists of 1000 simulated GPS measurements for each data point, performed with 1 sec intervals. The starting nodes of the data points were chosen randomly, and the maximum speed of each data point was randomly chosen between 180 km/h, 144 km/h, 90 km/h, 72 km/h, 18 km/h, and 9 km/h (note that all values of speed and distance in this section are only approximate, due to the data generator).
We ran experiments for certain combinations of the following eight parameter values: 1) the number of data points, 2) the graph, 3) the number of NNs, 4) the maximum query point speed, 5) the number ¼ of NNCs, 6) the expiration number, 7) the update threshold, and 8) the DPC update policy. The experiments were performed in two series. Each series had a particular goal, fixing or varying the mentioned parameters accordingly.
In the first series, a query point issues a given query, with the only query parameter of interest being the number of NNs. We varied the number of data points (100, 500, 1000, and 5000), the graph (OG and TG), the number of NNs (2, 10, and 100), the maximum query point speed (9 km/h, 90 km/h, and 180 km/h), the number 
, the number of NNs and the graph (legend items denote a particular combination, e.g., "TG 100" denotes TG with ½¼¼). In general, this reflects the communucation network and server load. The data is drawn from the subseries of the first series of experiments where we used 1000 data points, a maximum query point speed of 90 km/h, and
First of all, it is reasonable to assume that due to the difference in edge length, each NNC search is more efficient in the TG than in the OG. Moreover, the figure shows that with ½¼ the TG yields less NNC requests than the OG. This is because edges in the OG are shorter than in the TG. For this reason, according to our DPC update policy, data points in the OG are more frequently kept at their current edges' nodes before transiting to new edges than in the TG, increasing the chance for an individual NNC to expire. Moreover, the difference in the number of requests is most significant (15 %) with Ò ÜÔ ½ and decreases with bigger expiration numbers, when the increased chances of an individual NNC to expire at arbitrary point in time do not influence the validity of the whole NNC set so much.
We note that with growing number of NNs, the expiration number grows accordingly. For this reason, with ½¼¼, the TG is only more efficient than the OG in terms of NNC requests in the case where Ò ½ , (10 %). Rather, with larger expiration number values and ½ ¼ ¼ , the TG demonstrates worse performance than the OG. However, in our targeted scenario, will almost never be more than 10 or so, making the TG the best choice.
In the second series of experiments, we compare two policies of updates after passing a node. According to the first policy, the socalled direct DPC update, or DU, the DPC update occurs immediately. The second policy, the so-called threshold DPC update, or TU, is exactly as presented in Section 4. We varied the graph (TG and OG), the threshold (50-400 edge weight units with the step of 50 units), and the DPC update policy (TU and DU). We chose to set the lowest threshold value to 50 units, which with a maximum speed of 54 km/h corresponds to 7.5 m, a reasonable minimum for city travel at this speed. We set the number of data points to 1000, the maximum query point speed to 9 km/h, Figure 5 shows how the threshold value influences the average number of DPC updates made by one data point during one experiment. The figure confirms that in any graph the TU policy is more efficient than the DU policy, which is because the latter is quicker to update DPCs after passing a node than the former. Moreover, the higher the threshold value, the larger the difference, as higher thresholds mean that the TU policy keeps data points longer at their current edges' nodes before transiting to new edges, while the DU policy updates DPCs immediately in any case. Note that in the TG the disadvantage of using the DU policy is lower than in the OG, because our 2D-to-graph transformation makes edges significantly longer and, consequently, reduces the number of updates.
Moreover, the figure shows that any update policy works more efficiently in the TG than in the OG. This is because of the significantly reduced number of edges and additional updates after passing a node, introduced by both policies. Moreover, the higher the threshold value, the larger the difference, as updates after passing a node then make up a larger part of all updates. The disadvantage of using the OG is lower with the TU policy than with the DU policy, because for each additional edge, the former policy is quicker to update DPCs than the latter.
In summary, the experiments showed that the TG and the TU update policy generally perform better than their alternatives.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a solution to the problem of answering active, ordered -NN queries for moving query and data points in road networks. The paper's contribution is at two levels. First, a general, abstract framework for this and similar problems, including a generic conceptual data model and definitions of relevant abstract functionality, is proposed. Second, a concrete set of algorithms for NN search and a prototype implementation of the data model and algorithms is developed. Initial experiments with the prototype are reported that indicate that the system design, e.g., the use of a special, transformed graph representation for NN query processing and the use of threshold-based updating of data points on the server, results in improved performance.
Possible research directions include the study of variants of active, ordered -NN queries. In particular, it is interesting to consider queries with pre-defined routes, probabilistic queries, and queries in graphs with dynamic weights. Such studies would result in extensions of our data model, system architecture, and algorithms. Additionally, the 2D model and the 2D-to-graph mapping might be extended to capture directional attributes, turn restrictions, etc. Further experiments should also be conducted to study the running time and the scalability (in the number of points) of the algorithms. It would also be of interest to implement and experiment with a prototype that runs in a real environment with mobile users and real-world data.
